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5. Customer Service
5.1. Customer Service Standards
HK Electric is committed to excellent customer services and aim
to exceed customers’ expectations and achieve total customer
satisfaction by continuously improving our services. In 2020,
despite the inconvenience and impact brought about by
COVID-19 to the community, HK Electric again achieved or
even surpassed all 18 pledged customer service standards, a
track record we have been keeping since introducing these
standards in 1993. We have received 1,994 commendations
for our services in 2020, reﬂecting a high level of customer
satisfaction.

Customer Service Standards
Services Provided

Standards in 2021

Actual Results in 2020

Better than 99.999%
7 days in advance
Within 2 hours
Within 3 working days

Better than 99.9999%
17.62 days in advance
56 minutes
Achieved

Within the next working day
Within the same day

Achieved
Achieved

Within 2 working days
Better than 99.8%
Same day as payment is received

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

Within 2 working days
Within 5 working days

Achieved
Achieved

Within the next working day
Within 2 working days

Achieved
Achieved

Accuracy traceable to international
standards via HOKLAS accredited
standards laboratory

Achieved

Less than 3.5 minutes
Within 3 working days after receipt
Within 3 working days

2.87 minutes
Achieved
Achieved

Less than 9 seconds

2.97 seconds

Less than 28 minutes

19 minutes

Better than Score 4

Score 4.72

Electricity Supply
Reliability Rating of Electricity Supply
Average Notiﬁcation Period before Planned Suspension of Electricity
Average Time for Supply Restoration after Interruption of Supply
Site Investigation for Power Quality Enquiries
Connection of Supply
Connection of Supply
• Not Requiring Installation Inspection
• After Satisfactory Installation Inspection
Installation Inspection Appointment
• Provide Appointment for Installation Inspection
• Appointment Punctuality (within a 1.5-hour time band)
Reconnection of Supply after Payment of Outstanding Charges
Electricity Accounts & Meters
Closure of Electricity Account at Customer Request
Deposit Refund by Cheque after Full Authorisation by Customer
and Closure of Account
Special Request on Meter Reading
Processing of Concessionary Tariff Application upon Conﬁrmation
from Assessment Centre
Meter Testing

Customer Enquiries
Average Waiting Time for Counter Services at Customer Centre
Reply to Written Enquiries on Customer Accounts
Site Investigation for Electricity Consumption Enquiries
Emergency Services
Average Waiting Time for Telephone Calls to Customer
Emergency Services Centre
Average Arrival Time at Scene in Urban Areas in Response to
Emergency Calls
Customer Satisfaction
Average Customer Satisfaction Index (5-point scale)
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5.2. Power Supply Reliability and Quality
Supply Reliability
HK Electric has been maintaining a world-class supply reliability
rating of over 99.999% since 1997, even reaching an
impeccable record of over 99.9999% in 2020, with an average
unplanned Customer Minutes Lost of less than half a minute.
We attained these through adopting a life cycle and risk-based
approach on the asset management of our transmission and
distribution system, together with the application of advanced
technologies such as condition monitoring and modern
diagnostics to identify potential problem areas.

Power Quality
To provide better power quality advisory service to our
customers and industry practitioners, we have set up a Power
Quality Centre to demonstrate and explain the causes and
phenomenon of supply interruptions, voltage dips and
harmonics. Effective measures to mitigate the undesirable
effects of power interruptions, voltage dips and harmonics are
also introduced.

System Control Centre
The System Control Centre controls and monitors the
Company’s generation, transmission and distribution systems.
It operates round the clock to ensure that electricity is delivered
to our customers in a safe, reliable and efﬁcient manner with
low emission and carbon footprint. We adopt sophisticated
energy management and distribution management systems
with smart grid features and conduct regular reviews to ensure
critical cyber assets are protected in line with international
standards.

Advanced Monitoring and Detecting Technologies
To enhance the reliability of the plants in our transmission
network, most of our gas insulated switchgears are monitored
by online partial discharge detection systems. In addition, the
conditions of the oil-insulated transmission transformers are
monitored by online dissolved gas analysis or total combustible
gas detection systems. The online partial discharge detection
systems have also been installed at the zone substations and
switching stations for monitoring the conditions of the
air-insulated and gas-insulated switchgear and selected
crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) transmission cable circuits.
Online cable ﬂuid pressure remote monitoring system has also
been installed to monitor the hydraulic pressure of selected
ﬂuid-ﬁlled transmission cables at Lamma Island.
HK Electric also conducts diagnostic testing to assess cable
conditions and identify weak components for replacement
prior to failure.
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Measures against External Disturbances
HK Electric mainly uses underground and submarine cables for
transmission and distribution of electricity. This, together with
the six cable tunnels in our transmission system, makes our
network less prone to the impacts brought about by adverse
weather conditions. Our power plants and coastal transmission
and distribution stations are also equipped with anti-ﬂooding
systems.
To avoid or minimise cable damage caused by road works,
HK Electric hosts seminars on cable damage prevention for
various stakeholders and arranges regular cable route
patrolling. We also commissioned an automatic identiﬁcation
system to detect any marine vessels that have stopped at our
275-kV submarine cable reserve zones, so that we can make
precautions against any damage caused by anchoring.

Prompt Emergency Services
Our Customer Emergency Services Centre provides necessary
support for customers through a 24-hour hotline (2555 4000).
For customers requiring special support such as hospitals, we
carry out regular drills with them to test the contingency supply
plans and help each other familiarise with the procedures.
To cater for emergency situation where loading demand is
substantial, we have commissioned our ﬁrst compact size
1,250-kVA mobile generator with parallel operation capability
in 2020.

5.3. New Service Initiatives
To support the transformation of Hong Kong into a smart city
and to facilitate customers to manage their energy efﬁciency
performance, HK Electric started to deploy smart meters in
April 2020. We met our target of 40,000 meters in 2020 and
expect to complete full deployment across our entire customer
base of over half a million by 2025. With smart meters and the
associated applications, customers are provided with more
consumption details and can optimise energy use to save
energy.
For the convenience of customers to view the electricity
account information, a new login option “Login with iAM
Smart” is available for the “Account-On-Line (AOL)” service.
HK Electric customers with the Government “iAM Smart”
account can now login AOL service with "iAM Smart". After
initial set-up for "Login with iAM Smart", customers can simply
use "iAM Smart" for future login of AOL account, without
inputting the AOL username/account number and password.
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To save customers’ time in bill payment of small outstanding
amounts, bill balances below $200 (adjusted from $150 to
$200 since October 2020) will be carried forward to the next
bill and no immediate settlement will be required. Furthermore,
a new payment method, payment by cash via Watsons was
launched.

5.4. Serving Customers with Special Needs
A mini-website “Web for the Elderly” has been set up with
easily accessible design and useful information for senior
citizens, including handling methods during supply
interruptions, the efﬁcient and safe use of electricity, and
concessionary tariffs, etc. At our Customer Centre in North
Point, an express counter is available for senior citizens where
magnifying glasses and presbyopia spectacles are available for
use.
In addition to Braille bills, a voice-assisted e-bill service is
available for the visually-impaired. A teleloop system is installed
at our Customer Centre and an SMS enquiry hotline is
designated for hearing-impaired customers on customer
account and emergency matters. Our Customer Services
Executives can also communicate with hearing-impaired
customers in basic sign language. Besides, we have also
produced a series of sign language videos on the safe and
smart use of electricity and ways to handle supply
interruptions.
Barrier-free facilities at our Customer Centre have been further
enhanced for the disabled. We also welcome customers with
guide dogs to visit our Customer Centre.
We pay special attention to customers who depend on
life-support equipment. We will also endeavour to inform these
customers before planned supply interruptions.
To make HK Electric’s services accessible to customers from the
ethnic minorities, our customer service pamphlets are
published in eight minority languages, including Hindi, Bahasa
Indonesia, Tagalog, Urdu, Japanese, Thai, Nepali and Korean.
We partner with the Hong Kong Council of Social Service to
offer concessionary rates to senior citizens, the disabled,
single-parent families and the unemployed. Those qualiﬁed will
get 60% off on the ﬁrst 200 units of electricity consumed each
month, with deposit and minimum charge waived. Currently,
around 4,800 customers are enjoying concessionary tariffs.
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5.5. Powering Electric Vehicles
HK Electric has 166 electric vehicles (“EVs”) in the ﬂeet and
12 public accessible EV charging stations installed on
Hong Kong Island. The EV quick charging stations at Star Ferry
in Central and Yue Wan Estate in Chai Wan have been
upgraded with multi-standard quick chargers which can serve
most of the EVs in the market. Users can always locate a
HK Electric charging station within 15 minutes of driving
distance where free charging has been further extended to
end 2021.
In 2020, all our operational sedan cars are either pure electric
or petrol-electric hybrid vehicles. In addition, 13 primary
substations have been equipped with EV charging facilities to
support our EV ﬂeet operation.

5.6. Listening to our Customers
The Customer Liaison Group is a major platform for the
Company to engage its customers and collect their views and
feedback. The group with about 40 members comprises not
only customers across our supply territory, but also
representatives from various stakeholder groups.
We updated members the Company’s latest developments
through a series of video recordings in 2020. In January 2021,
we held an online annual meeting to maintain ongoing
communication.
“We Meet on Friday” sessions are held for customers to
express their views on speciﬁc areas of our service as we
constantly look for new initiatives to serve our customers. In
2020, the ﬁndings of our after-service satisfaction surveys
indicated that the average customer satisfaction index was
4.72 on a 5-point scale.
A Complaints Handling Policy has been formulated as we
pledge to take any complaints against our operation seriously
and offer satisfactory and practical resolution.

